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College Prep
POOR MAN'S
LUNCHEONETTE

Makes it all seem a bit mn ore simple
than experience has shown to be the
case, but it's still a good book to read
if you're new to all this. Lots of clear
diagram s.

Poor Man's Luncheonette
Alfred Poorman
1972; 156 pg.

$3.88 prepaid

from:
Woodeye Inc.
16 Brakelok Avenue
Sawnof, New Jersey

The Servend food-dispensing machines
with sliding plexiglass doors (not the
swinging glass-and-metal doors) can be
opened very easily. As coins fall, they
trip an electrical switch that allows the
door to be opened. This switch can also
be triggered by using the specially-
shaped piece of coathanger wire shown
below. Stick the curled end of this wire
in the crack at the right-hand side of
the door, about a third of the way up.
Push it in three and a half inches and
twist it counterclockwise with
considerable force until you hear a loud
snap, he door will then open easily.

4"

1. 3"

1"

1 4.3"
12 7"

r, "

' * * * * *

The new "fortress" Coca-Cola machines
are considerably more difficult to open.
Most effective, I have found, is a
two-ounce charge of conventional
explosive (such as C-4) centered three
inches below the lock cylinder.
Warning: If the machine is not standing
with its back to the wall it will probably
fall over. The resulting noise could
hasten detection.

Besides their obvious function,
microwave ovens have several other
interesting uses: for instance, they do
a great job demagnetizing watches and

SPITFIRE
Desk Lamp

The highest electric-light technology in
the world brings this useful device from
the most perilous highways of Europe
right into your room! Twin sealed-beam
sodium vapor automobile headlamps are
the secret of this light's added
visibility. Sturdy Styropreotone base
with cross-grommets and flexible
downarm allow easy positioning in a
variety of angles. Engineered well
beyond the needs of the average person
for the person who is not average.

Desk Caddy

I've seen a lot of desk organizers. but
this one is by far the most useful.
Holds a lot, too. No confitsing choice
of compartm ents.

Charrette Corporation
2000 Mass. Avenue
Cambridge, Mass.

recharging the batteries of certain
kinds of demand pacemakers.

CHAIRS

Although the selection id
questionable aesthetics,
age- blackened Ozark che
vived several years of a
tolerate many more. CI
less or "clubhand" variej
few "lefties. "

Physical Plant Midnight Fui
Room 4-035
77 Mass. Avenue
Cambridge, Mass.
Attn: Joe Provelone

$25.00
prepaid

THE "VACCUF
MICROWAVE' O
Aerospace technology app
turies- old principle. Sep
whites, etc. in a matter 
seconds. Its almost-sili
is the result of using freq
low only dogs can tell it's
Optional leatherette slipc

SMURT · PLITI
Probably the best- known al
house in the United States.
proof of achievement to ma
and Plitherup offer a comp
4" "Welldone" to the unsig)
they carry medals, inscrib
buckles, plaques. and lovi
Plitherup will also clean st
for a catalog and price list.
more, they will include a b
most important rules and to
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Smurt & Plitherup Athletic Aw;
1145 Velcro Lane
Chutney, New York Cat
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CHAIRS

Although the selection is limited and of
questionable aesthetics, these sturdy,
age-blackened Ozark chairs have sur-
vived several years of abuse and will
tolerate many more. Choice of arm-
lessor "clubhand" varieties-also, a
few "lefties. "

Physical Plant Midnight Furniture Supply
Room 4-035
77 Mass. Avenue
Cambridge, Mass.
Attn: Joe Provelone I

$25.00
prepaid

THE "VACCUFORM"
MICROWAVE OVEN
Aerospace technolo$g; applied to a cen-
turies- old principle, Separates egg
whites, etc. in a m1aler of micro-
seconds. Its almost- silent operation
is the result of using frequencies so
low only dogs can tell it's working!
Optional leatherette slipcase, 20 extra.

~li>bl $4.75
__ *"-~-- M agnodrei

Peech py

Lil~ W \ Capacitor

prepaid

dge Corp.
Road
, R.I.

EAT WHAT YOU FIND

An invaluable guide for the uninitiated
student "roughing it" in the inner city
for the first time. Many clear pic-
tures and lucid descriptions of possibly
unfamiliar items and their handling.
Every parent should give their child
this book before sending him off!

Eat What You Find:
A Field Guide

Snintney Blount
1974; 428 pg.

$6.56 prepaid

from:
Tooth & Hammer Co
Wringneck Place
Sump, New Jersey

EAT WHAT
YOU FIND:
a field guide

This is an old car tire. This is a broken glass
You should not eat this. bottle. Do not eat this.

SMURT PLITHERUP
Probably the best-known athletic awards supp,r
house in the United States. They do not require
proof of achievement to make a purchase. Smurt
and Plitherup offer a complete line from the modest
4" "Welldone" to the unsightly 45" "Pillager. " Also.
they carry medals, inscribed mugs and trays, belt
buckles, plaques. and loving cups. Smurt and
Plitherup will also clean soiled artifacts. Write
for a catalog and price list. With order of $25 or
more, they will include a brochure outlining the
most important rules and terminology of your chosen
sport.

Smurt & Plitherup Athletic Award Supply
1145 Velcro Lane Catalog
Chutney, New York

N
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Climatizor

Just the thing to have around for those
all- night s okers in crowded dorml
rooms. These beauties are far beyond
the ulsual hackneyed fare-elegant stain-
less steel with zinc sacrificial anode
guarantees 70log life. Useful built-in
pressure gauge. When empty, they
make delightful lamps. Or they can be
filled with an'thing from gasoline to
soda water. Easily repressurized with
a bicycle pump or any gas station air
pJml p. Hand!

Physical Plant Midnight
Safety Supply

Room 4-035
77 Mass. Avenue
Cambridge, Mass.
Attn: Joe Provelone

$14.11 prepaid

HANDY FACTS

Fo' fthe student on a strict budget. It
is often necessary to cut corners or
improvgise. Every cent you spend is a
cent less olu have for food. This col-
lection of so :etimes sefiul. always
anazinlg tips fiora PEOI'LE WHO IKNOW
inav be ist the tlhing to get 'oou through
those vagabond years alive.

Handy Facts
Ken L . Ration
1971: 65 pg.

$12.29 prepaid

from:
Strychnine Press
95 Suture Place
Pitstop, Nevada

"E.E." BRIEFCASE

The Simpsonite Model "E. E. "
Crushproof Briefcase has been
increasingly popular at the Institute
since its introduction in 1954. Its
classic styling and choice of
attractive brown colors project the
image that so many young Electrical
Engineers find "right". Made extra
wide, so fat people don't look as bad
carrying it. Comes filled with
Quartzimoto, the most effective foot
powder known to man.

Simpsonite Tall & Short Men's Shop
46 Funnyname Street
Oddtown, Arizona

$ 35.67 prepaid

MASTER KEY BLUEPRINTS -
send

$2.57 to:
"Doc" Milkcan
6-D-24 Bexley
Cambridge, Mass.

Witty Door Pasties
Selection of Peanuts and Ziggy Comic
Strips, Amusing Newspaper Clippings
and Photographs of people who look
like family members doing funny
things. Does away with your need to
think altogether!

"CROTCHRO1
DEGRADABLE

Amazing! These foi
process to make a b
substance that oxidi,
two weeks of contact
falls to pieces. The
No longer does the s
to occupy his mind u
annoying "clocking"
changes. Boxes oft:

SURVIVAL KI

I live in Cambridge,
without this Survival

1 hibachi (stainless
1 20 b' bag of char(
1 electric charcoal 
1 freeze-dried Philli
1 chemical mushroo
1 down-filled grappll

(rope not inclu(
1 chemical animal p,
5 lbs freeze-dried a:
3 lbs orange-flavorei
1 20 lb "Davy Crock

nuclear device
2 20 ft garden hoses
1 freeze-dried homin

Organic Everything Agail
79 Granola Terrace
Brownbread, PA.

$34.45
prepaid

Feets Don't Fail Me Now
5347 Stickball Avenue
Nosejob, Vermont
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BIO-
INDERWEAR

use an exclusive
-n U.n-likb

F, rro .I ,, .e 

substance that oxidizes completely after
two weeks of contact with skin oil and
falls to pieces. They cannot be washed.
No longer does the serious student have
to occupy his mind with the needless and
annoying "clocking" of underwear
changes. Boxes of twenty.

Underwear Babylon
the Coop
Harvard Square
Cambridge, Mass.

SURVIVAL KIT

I live in Cambridge, and I couldn't do
without this Survival Kit.

1 hibachi (stainless steel)
1 20 lb' bag of charcoal bricquettes
1 electric charcoal lighter
1 freeze-dried Phillipino houseboy
1 chemical mushroom-testing kit
1 down-filled grappling hook

(rope not included)
1 chemical animal pelt-testing kit
5 lbs freeze-dried animal tissue
3 lbs orange-flavored Tang
1 20 lb "Davy Crockett" tactical

nuclear device
2 20 ft garden hoses
1 freeze-dried homing pigeon

Organic Everything Again Coalition
79 Granola Terrace
Brownbread, PA.

$34.45
prepaid

THE "TWINKIE"
DOWN-FILLED BACKPACK

The height of space-age technology. A
substantial bent titanium framework
covered with rugged, otherwise-
unwieldly Herculonlike plastic substi-
tute. Two large 11-ounce nylon zippers
provide easy access to 3 pounds of
prime northern breast-fed eider
goosedown.
One size in flourescent orange or
black.

weight: 25 lbs
width: 4"

Phillipino Mountain Sports
12 Water Damage Road
iPickpea, Mass.

height: 18"
-depth: 2. 5"

$26.42 prepaid

"STYLETTES"

Good running shoes are the most
Icomfortable in the world. They give
your feet needed support and if you
take care of them, they'll last forever.
!They're expensive, though - too much
for the average guy - and it's reached
the point where even if you don't need
sneakers that good, a--ot -
tight-lipped snobs will sneer at you if
you're not wearing sneakers that cost
$35 a throw.

Let's face it. Shoes like Puma and
Adidas are good, but they're not $25
better than a pair of U.S. Keds. So
I would say go out and buy the Keds,
'and if the rich idiots give you any
grief, get yourself a set of Stylettes.

Stylettes are 3" jagged black stripes
'similar to those found by the lace-
holes on the more expensive shoes.
They have a strong self-sticking
adhesive backing and are easily applied.
And cheap! 75¢ buys a set of 12 -
enough to do a pair of shoes.

Feets Don't Fail Me Now
5347 Stickball Avenue
Nosejob, Vermont

$.75 prepaid

'That ought to be enough to shut them
up!

- - -
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Calculators
r~

The recent "boom" in the electric
pocket calculator industry is a prime
example of media hype, where a small
cartel of pig capitalists hope to reap
huge profits by creating an artificial
"need" and then, like cardboard Mes-
siahs, selling you a product that fills
that "need. " It is a flash-in-the-pan-
history has proven that the masses
cannot be long deceived. Soon the
People will realize that the remarkable
"sales figures" espoused by the op-
pressors are to be treated with the
same contempt as the ludicrous "Body

Counts" that their puppet, the U. S.
"Governm ent, " released during the
Vietnam War. Each passing hour
adds to the People's righteous out-
rage: we cannot be divided: our numbers
will multiply! Some day, soon, the
workers themselves shall seize the
oppressors; then and only then will we
be free to let you know what you need
and what you don't!
Peace in the struggle!

Electric calculators offer no advantage in time or accuracy over other means of
mathematical manipulation, but they do consume massive amounts of energy (an
average of 2500 watts, with momentary drains of up to 5500 watts to start their
powerful shunt motors). This is more than the wiring in older buildings can
handle without tripping the circuit breakers, and their use is primarily limited
to buildings equipped for industrial machine tools. However, so many of these
devices have been released on the market with the student "in mind" that we feel
compelled to provide you with a basis for evaluating their merits logically.

Of all the units that have appeared, the
most useful and economical unit available
is the basic "three-function" model
(Addition, Subtraction, and Division).
Several more expensive designs offer a
Multiplication key for an additional hefty
$15 or $20 - this is not at all necessary,
since multiplication is nothing more than
repeated addition.

Even more, there are many so-called
'business" or "scientific" calculators
which offer more exotic operations, such
as logarithms, exponentials, powers and
roots, trigonometric functions, pi, and
many others. The need for any of these
disappears when you understand the
theoretical basis for these quantities. For
example, pi is 3. 14159, a number defined
arbitrarily by a meeting of mathematicians
in Munich in August, 1843. The basic
.. nnnnial finptinn d is nYatlv '3/4 niw~usa.-z =w~v>^vss x , w.; / A. ........................ e __

An exponential function to a power n is
defined to be n times the fixed value of /
the exponential function.

Although many manufacturers will attempt to sell you an adaptor for wall current,
you will find that most of your "heavy" calculating jobs will be done at a desk
where there is no electrical outlet available. In fact, it is most important that
you get a calculator that is run by battery. The power that comes out of a wall
socket is AC. or Alternating Current. This is a very useful form in which to

L
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must be replaced oJ

If you do choose ba
example, the "Ever
problems which, cou
are not rechargable
Nickel- Cadmium b
much better than di
heavily, you may w;
in your car. They c

INDIAN CALC
COVERS

This is a reprint of I
Blancmange's Indian 
and Their Makers.
read print and Pidgin
this one of the easies
"do-it-yourself' booA
Full of photos (25 in 
of traditional designs
Chimayo, and Navajo

Indian Calculator Cover
Edith W. Blancmange
1968; 145 pg.

$12.61 prepaid

Cream

BREAKOMORO
CALCULATOR:
By far the best deal 
calculators is the re,
MORO 3-function unit
ably-floating decimal
fast and reliable as it
brother, the slide rui
added advantage of a,
allows it to be mounti
can only be ordered t,
so it must be ruggedl

Breakomoro Colip.
46 Moo-Goo-Gaipel
Pligomonno Aveno
Tokyo, Japan
68495

$1.27 prepaid
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of a component known as a arbon-rod rectifier; these are bulky, expensive, and
must be replaced often.

If you do choose batteries, there is a confusing variety. Dry cell batteries (for
example, the 'Eveready" batteries you buy at the drugstore) haye serious leakage
problems which could ruin your calculator. Also, they have a very short life and
are not rechargable - when they are drained, they must be thrown away.
Nickel- Cadmium batteries can be recharged up to ten times, and so they are
much better than dry cells. However, if you are planning to use your calculator
heavily, you may want to consider using an Acid-Lead battery similar to the one
in your car. They deliver all the power you need, and can be recharged forever.

-.ww~ -. ;

INDIAN CALCULATOR
COVERS

This is a reprint of Edith Wharton
Blancmange's Indian Calculator Covers
and Their Makers. The huge, easy-to-
read print and Pidgin- English text make
this one of the easiest to understand
"do-it-yourself' books I have ever seen.
Full of photos (25 in color) and dozens
of traditional designs by Hopi, Zuni,
Chimayo, and Navajo makers.

Indian Calculator Covers
Edith W. Blancmange
1968; 145 pg.

$12.61 prepaid

And Their Makers
from:
Garlic Press
9 Reamout Road
Dustbill, Kansas

Cream Rises

BREAKOMORO
CALCULATORS
By far- the best deal we've seen in
calculators is the respected BREAKO-
MORO 3-function unit with uncontrol-
ably-floating decimal. It is almost as
fast and reliable as its much less costly
brother, the slide rule, and has the
added advantage of a special screw that
allows it to be mounted on a tripod. It
can only be ordered through the mail,
so it must be rugged!

Breakomoro Collp.
46 Moo-Goo-Gaipel
Pligomonno Aveno
Tokyo, Japan
68495

$1.27 prepaid

DANISH MODERN
TIE-DIED GROUND CORDS

A handsome stock of Danish Modern
Tie-dyed Calculator Ground Cords
designed with the conscious student
in mind. Colorful patterns conceal
twenty feet of 000-gauge copper
wire that can be wrapped around a
cold-water pipe or radiator - no
more fear of electrocution because
of faulty design!

Grzlak Svenson
11 Hohenzstrallerhaaus
Beexvazgrlktnam 5
Denmark

$34.51
prepaid
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Graphic Aids

TOP OF THE SPECIES

Oozon Oil-Immersed Velour Touch
offers the user a new experience in
Transfer Lettering. Let your pencil,
pen, or burnisher glide friction-free
over the sheet's dark lubricated
surface to remove the thick layer of
protective gel. Remove the letter from
the opaque silicon-impregnated backing
paper with a spatula or wood chisel.
Wrap the character around the
handsome Teflon-coated transfer
cylinder. Spray with Eezon Character
Preservative and a 15% solution of
Carbon Tetrachloride. Roll character
off transfer cylinder with a quick,
jerky motion. Hold positioned letter
in place with a good adhesive tape.

Out-of-Focus 36 pt. C-L-N 75-10

MATC MARKE
Magic Marker 42 pt. C-N 75-16

Blow Job Bold 42 pt. C-L 75-23

Spaz Bold 48 pt. C-N 75-39

DIIYWXIV Dyslexia 36 pt. C-N 75-32

Plain Script 42 pt. C-L-N 75-13

Gross-n-ugly 12 pt. C 75-25

COAEit .iAOKFN
Cooper Broken 36 pt. C-N 75-34

Mistaiake
Mistake Medium 42 pt. C-L-N 75-27

LEARNING
Learning 48 pt. C-N 75-11

-- - -( 

Catalog
Oozon Corporation
2001 Mass. Avende
Cambridge,Mass.

TRANSFER LETTERING

Velour Touch Letters are manufactured
rough latex medium similar to house
paint that goes down and stays down -
it does not bubble, chip, or crack. In
addition, Velour Touch is the only
Transfer Lettering produced on a
durable Saran Wrap plastic surface.
This sheet is transparent and guarantee
guarantees crisp, fresh lettering for
up to two years.

Oozon Oil-Immersed Velour Touch
Transfer Lettering also offers the
user a number of other important
advantages:

EASY TO FIND

An unwieldly 18" x 38" size sheet
guarantees high visibility on a crowded
desk or workbench.

POPULAR TYPE STYLES

Because of their high acceptance value
in the minds of the public, the Velour
Touch series offers only the type faces
used in the New York Times and the
Washington Post.

DEMOCRATIC LETTER FREQUENCY

Unlike most commercial sheets of
transfer lettering, which offer more of
some letters and less of others,
Oozon's high quality-control program
makes sure there is an equal number
of each letter on the sheet. No more
of the frustration of running out of
"Z's" before you run out of "E's"!

SYMBOL SH
.A large number of
featuring many kin
the designer or en
drawings quickly a
talent. Using these
symbols, large nuz
make additions or
important plans or
leaving detectable 

Symbols are applie,
as Oozon Instant
symbol is individua
heavily-wrapped Sa
removal from the 
sheets are explosio
to 2000 volts.

Size 23" x 9"

k.

MODELMAKEI
SUPPLIES
In addition to our c
of fine Graphic Arti
Oozon is pleased
creation of a new 
Architectural Model
Besides the standar
jellies, papers, ant
forms, our Stik-It-1
includes items not 
anywhere else. The
packets of Construc
(#34658-D), Unsight
(#35497-F), and a 
group of materials
rapidly in order to
idea of how the pro
would look several
construction (#63784
We also handle a c(
of miniature hard-t(
fixtures (#34486-T)
stock of injection-m
impact-resistant sty
furniture (#97307-B)

- LiJA-.p sAelv^ hAI

I switch off the Radio.
_i-

C. B. on the Move

I switch on the Rad

"10-6, this is Big

"I take, Big Blue, we've got
seven Goldilocks and three Sugar
Bears moving up fast, over?"

"9-7-5, I've got a Cockaroach
with six 'Schoolboys' and a Terafin,
breaking up fast."

"On, off. 8-7-6, over and out."

I - -1---�1.-�----�----1-
f
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SYMBOL SHEETS
A large number of Transfer Sheets
featuring many kinds of symbols to help
the designer or engineer produce quality
drawings quickly and easily without
talent. Using these standard graphic
symbols, large numbers of people can
make additions or alterations to
important plans or drawings without
leaving detectable traces.

84756 IaTCHEN UTENSILS

i
Symbols are applied in the same way
as Oozon Instant Lettering. Each
symbol is individually wrapped in
heavily-wrapped Saran Wrap to facilitate
removal from the carrier sheet; all
sheets are explosion-proof and insulative
to 2000 volts.

Size 23" x 9"

74539 INTERNATIONAL ROAD SIGNS

ei=

MODELMAKERS'
SUPPLIES
In addition to our complete selection
of fine Graphic Arts products,
Oozon is pleased to announce the
creation of a new line of
Architectural Modelmakers' supplies.
Besides the standard line of foams,
jellies, papers, and baked wood
forms, our Stik-It-Up series
includes items not to be found
anywhere else. These include: small
packets of Construction Site Debris
(#34658-D), Unsightly Foliage
(#35497-F), and a revolutionary
group of materials that decompose
rapidly in order to give you an
idea of how the projected building
would look several years after
construction (#63784-S to #63962-S).
We also handle a complete line
of miniature hard-to-find plumbing
fixtures (#34486-T) and a handsome
stock of injection-molded,
impact-resistant styrene Scandinavian
furniture (#97307-B).

1t2 0
sCeKmt %W

_0
Pt(

C. B. on the Move
ISB1

I
Ij i

I pull up slowly. The dirt-and- ((
gravel road kicks against the tires. .
The woman looks up from her goat.

"Who . . ." she says. 
"Chuck Barley, moving." I

respond with no hesitation. L
"You need something?" 
"Just looking, thanks."
She continues with her work, re-

moving tapeworms from her goat, the
hard way. After a few more moments,
she looks up again.

"You know, before your finger's out
of its ass, you're a sheep."

(continued further on)
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Media

Men at MIT: Our Secret Vice
MIT men have a secret

vice. It is something we
tell no one about, not even
mom and dad. When it be-
comes necessary to once
again give in to it, we tend
to excuse ourselves in a
great hurry, and run off to
the nearest quiet place.

The vice is killing small
animals. Every man that I
have asked about it has re-
plied that, well, yes, ac-
tually, he too gets not a
small amount of pleasure
from going off by himself
to some private place from

time to time, and finding a
squirrel or muskrat, or even
sometimes a bird of some
kind, or a small fluffy white
dog, and breaking its fuzzy
little neck.

MIT is an extremely dif-
ficult and competitive place
sometimes, and a desire to
succeed here often over-
whelms even the strongest
of us;andyetit is a comfort
to find that weare not alone
in our private joys.

Sometimes we can do it
"in the line of duty," as it
were: many of us have labs

which require the use of an
animal of the sort where no
one misses them if a few
sort of "disappear."

Bob Amra, an undergrad
majoring in course XX, tells
SLOLEARNER, "I used to
be tense and nervous all of
the time, until I started off-
ing rats after Lab. I usual-
ly try to do it as slowly and
painfully as possible, slit-
ting open the skin around
the head and legs and peel-
ing it off a bit at a time. I
like to pretend it's my sis-

continued on page wo

SLOLEARNER
voices from the mit men's community

vol ommunity~~~~

Anti-Rape Device with Rapist in Mind
A researcher for the MIT

Sexual Aggression Study
Group has announced the
development of a new anti-
rape self-defence weapon
which is made with "the
rapist in mind."

Jim Laurence, whoheads
the SASG, made the an-
nouncementto agroupof al-
ternative media representa-
tives and reporters. He be-
gan by pointing out that he
isn't one of those "libbies:'
"But that doesn't mean I'm
not concerned about what's
happening between men and
women these days.

"It seems to me that we,
the men in particular, should
have some sense of commu-
nity with our brothers, the
rapists. It was with this in
mind thatour work has gone
on ."

Laurence proceeded to

demonstrate the use
anti-rape device, an,
on to explain the ci
behind its developm
bit further. "Imagii
you will for a moment
you are a rapist.
imagination fueled by

prototype of de

of the newest pornographic mag-
d went azine, you wander out to
oncept the nearby park and look
ent a for an attractive young wo-
ne, if man who seems weaker

that than yourself and prepare
Your to forcefully grab her, pull

y your her to the ground, tea. off
her clothing, (perhaps
punching her around a bit
to show you mean business)
and prepare to-ah, pardon

-, me, I,-E[at this point Lau-
rence was visibly shaken
and sweating, and hle paused
to take a drink of water]-in
any case, you are this rap-
ist, and no doubt the rapee
wants to turn your attention
elsewhere.

"Now, thinking in this
direction, just what would
take your attention away
best from your intended vic-
tim? Well, how about anoth -

ev ice continued on page foirr
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students,. MIT ha
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By ROLLO BU
Jim MacWoc

sophomore at MIl
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ing that someday I
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second-year studi
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we all thought w

"Media. Media is communication. Com-
munication is transmittal and reception of
information. It's speaking, it's writing, it's
video, it's cinema, it's beauty and it's art-
and art is communication, and communication
is media. What is media really? A dime. "

-M. McLuhan
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A glance at these two 'ront pages" taken from recent
issues shows that the traditional press, epitomized by the
official Tick Tock. is rutming scared from the alternative
newspapers, of which SLOLEARNER is a typical sample.
Tick Tock is available free; SLOLEARNER s $3. 00 per
year.

Massachusetts
Institute

of Technology

S

S
S
S

April 1
Volume 20
Number 33

Tuition Up

In response to virtually
hundreds of requests from
anguished and concerned
students, MIT has decided
to consider an unprecedent-
ed 150% increase in the
school's basic tuition rate.

"' wpuldn't have believed
it if I hadn't heard it with
my own ears," said Paul
Gray, chancellor of MIT.
"A delegation of under-
graduates literally flew
into my office with a peti-
tion signed by many, many
people. Here, let me show
you-wait just a second-it
was here just this morning.
Anyway, in an openuniver-
sity, we feel that everyone
should have a say in policy
decisions."

The basic premise of

the petition is that MIT's
prestige is lessened when
it plays second banana to
such schools as, say, Ben-
nington and other such fag-

(Cotlumed on page 5)

Faculty to Eat
A regular meal for

tihe aeltywill be held
today.

Physical Plant Man a Nightmare for MIT Son

By ROLLO BULKE
Jim MacWoodie, a

sophomore at MIT major '
ing in Mechanical Engi-
neering, started out as a
freshman, never dream-
ing that someday he would
see his father sweeping in
the hallways.

'I'm sure we could
have managed some other
way," the pock - marked
second-year student said.
"Sure, it was difficult
when Dad lost the job at
the Polaroid factory, but
we all thought we could

get along on the handsome
inheritance Mom got from
Uncle Pete after his un-
timely death last year;
but no, Dad had to let his
pride get in the way of
common sense. Well,
you can imagine my cha-
grin when the word came
from MIT Physical Plant
that his name came up on
their Janitors Waiting
List I"

Other members of the
MacWoodie family who
are embarrassed by their
father's indiscretion are

Jim's brother Robert, 16,
and sister Kathie, 14.

According to their
mother, Mrs. Maude
MacWoodie, the children
are no longer considering
MIT in their educational
objectives.

'While they might have
seriously considered go-
ing to MIT before, now all
they have to do is see the
way their brother stays
out of the main buildings
during the 11-to-7 shift,

(Cotinued on page 7)
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ACE IPhTOGRAPHER Glnn Coolidge nds still
amoter augie at which to view the MIT campus.
Evokneg ing es of both spring ad Atamn, Winter
ad Fall, e all it "Sumrlae over the Charles. "
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Politics

NOMI N

I ane tha the aboe b actiity record bi cr

SI believe

I believe
the UAP should
of leadership
tion. I stand
the principle
to government
as a student h
been around aw
record oC achi
things.

Born Losers:
100 Years of
Unsuccessful
Political Camqigns
Adlai Dewey
1976; 245 pg.

$6.98 prepaid

from: Harcourt Brace Yoself
New York
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in politics. 
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STATEMENT OF CANDIDATE

My mother hasn't exactly been proud of my academic performance
at college. Every time I go home, she pulls out a copy of the
Mount Lebanon News and shows me the names of people I went through
High School with who are going to medical school with full scholarships,
becoming fraternity presidents, getting married, and finding high-paying
jobs in the career of their choice. She asks me why I haven't fulfilled
the PE requirement. I am desperate. I'd do anything to get this job
(call 646-2432 after 6 pm).

Do you know what it's like? To hear your mother on the telephone
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Working Without the System SocialAs fr
All you need for a little nostalgic student unrest. MIT 50-3C

This Time it's-
It was with not so much disbelief as shock, that we of the Socia

Kitchen discovered that the administration of MIT has made yet ar

of the oppressive rightwing dictatorships of the Third, Fourth, a

was a stroke of real luck that we found the reference to a "discuss

the Dictator of , hidden within the -legalistic
small foreign country

Document, which we were only able to acquire
name of committee

and with much concern for our own safety.

Of course, it is common knowledge that the government of
sat

the most repressive in the world. Execution is regularly employe

silencing dissent; in addition, an estimated
number over 50,0OU

are presently being held in the jails. They are constantly torture(

regard to race, creed, or sex. Methods of torture include
destr

fingernails and toenails, electric shock to , and the
part of body

iron frame covered with wire mesh electrically heated to which th

when it becomes red hot. In addition, they hav
form of bondage

first use of in torture of prisoners and they
awful thing nasty

prisoners regularly.

Is really committed either to peace, or to he de
same country

resources for the benefit of its People? We're not so sure. We fi

administration and the head of the departm
form of engineering

chosen to ignore the fact that and ar
bad weapon worse weapon

purposes less than of the time, and that, f they a
small fraction

as we know it, as well as the countries behind the Iron Curtain, wi

within years.
number less than 10

Given all this, it is clear that MIT's deal with
head of same co

acceptable in any form. The training of engineers is cle
number

with the most inhuman of regimes. This agreement seems just an

process which has included similar deals with _

other country
· MIT students, faculty, and other members

still other country
matter how low your station, help us by saying NO DEAL to the

and boycotting whales.
-love, the Social Action Cl

I { I I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~



Getting Out

CREATIVE SUICIDE

Dr)opov has put together a really excel-
lent layman's guide. A very philosophi-
cal "soft technology" volume emphasiz-
ing creative solutions to individual
situations. Much good advice and first-
hand stories make it very readable.
Several of my friends who wanted to
"end it all" started only with this book,
and I haven't heard from any of them !

* * * * * * * * * * * *

I had a friend at Columbia who wanted to off himself,
prospect of leaving a mess. A convenient solution, he
three layers of Hefty Trash Can Liners and sever his
chain saw.

creative

1. a
* * *

Creative Suicide
Lamont Dropov
1972; 274 pg.

$3.50 prepaid
from:
Nosedive Press
30 Seldomseen Place
Flotsam, Delaware

* * *

I1

but was terrified at the
found, was to stand inside
spine with a McCullough

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

High T

Although writt
mical style, th
"bible" of deal
all the inform4
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five major wam
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and the painstt
thousands of r,
source contain
only been able
dozens of sour

A friend at Purdue, who wanted to slash his jugular, did considerable research
before finally deciding on a blade. He found that the Schick Platinum-Plus held
an edge longer than any of the Teflon-coated blades, but finally decided on a
Wilkinson Sword Chromium-Plated Super Stainless. He explained: "Mostly, I was
impressed by the classic styling and the obvious pride of the manufacturer in
his product. Also, it was the best razor blade available with a single edge.
With the double-edged blades, there is a great danger of cutting your fingers
as you work."

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

r,-,,

I the Bexley Drug Factory, Inc.
, . ,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.

Although forced to move to a different
floor and entry because of increased
F. B. I. surveillance, the Bexley Drug
Factory is still alive and kicking.
Their high-purity hom e- baked goodies *
are avilable twenty-four hours of the "Bexl
day or night-quality control is impec- famil.
cable. Orders to "take out" or take nowhE
there. Catalog and price lists (ask *
about quantity discounts) can be ob-
tained free of charge. "I ha

anyth.

Certified Police Crime Lab Analysis of Illegal Drugs

Lizn-mm-
-MnmCxo

* * * * * * *

ley treats have a warm
rarity to them I have found
re else."

* * * * * * *

ve never been badly surprised by
ing I've bought from the BDF."

* * * * * * *
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C. B. on the Move

k K ~. 7

ttS X~Y/-

r1 -

-7d -

Alleged Actual Street
Content Content Description Price

1. psilocybin LSD - red food coloring blotter - good $1.50
2. mescaline LSD - blue food coloring blotter - good $1. 50
3. PCP LSD - orange food coloring blotter - good $1. 50
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Although written in a rather dry tech-
nical style, this book is considered the
"bible" of death technology. Contains
all the information you could ever need,
collected over a period of 35 years and
five major wars. The investigators
made use of over 450 billion dollars
and the painstaking work of countless
thousands of researchers. This one
source contains charts and tables I had
only been able to find scattered among
dozens of sources. A real "must-have.' Li

ENGINEERING FACTORS
ASSOCIATED WITH
VOLUNTARY AND

INVOLUNTARY
TERMINATION:

AN OFFICERS' GUIDE

U.S. Air Force Technical
Mamal TM653948-4HM-
628C series B

de.ath -pat withI.

O5tn I.& U.S. Air Force Technical Manual
TM6539478-4HM-628C ser. B
Engineering Factors Associated

,.~,-p,. With Voluntary and Involuntary
,o° .f l Termination; An Officers' Guide

1969; 4500 pg.

$115.90 prepaid

from:
U.S. Army Printing Department
Box 1984
Washington, D.C.

"At about this period of time, we noticed an alarming tendency for people to
plunge in great numbers from the newly-designed McDonnel-Douglas B-27. Most
disturbingly, aerial reconnaissance photos showed that they fell in scattering
patterns widely different from those predicted for bombs by our engineers.
Rather than jeopardize our strategic armament reserves in a series of
unanticipated tests, we decided to embark on a series of re-designs and tests,
using mostly southeast Asian indigents and volunteers from the National
Guard..."

"...It was found that high-density polyethylene shrouding (MPX-6621) drastically
reduced scattering pattern radii. It is now standard issue."

C. B. on the Move

I pulled the big rig into a gas stat
easily half its size somewhere out in
Oregon. There was considerable troi
getting in, but I soon found that by b
ing my truck into the FREE Al R pum
few times it would flatten enough to
allow my rear wheels to pass over wi
out difficulty.

I noticed my problem being observ
by an elderly, grizzled man now
crouched almost entirely behind his
desk, the only stick of furniture in tf
place. When he realized that I had s

ion

Lible

him he gave up the notion of making a
dash for the phone.

ack- I motioned to the gas tank of the
p a truck, then to the pumps. He realized

the consequences of my trying to
th- manoeuver closer to the gas and ran out,

rather like a lizard in the hot white
desert sun. I though of how he would

ed look as a reptile out there in the sand,
'flat, crouched beneath a shaded rock.
I gazed around, looking for a rock.

(continued further on)
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Cutting history was never so much fun. Or interesting.
Learn all about the people who made Boston pop, from
1865-1900. Exhibits to intrigue, entertain, and inform.
On film, tape, and slides. Comer of
Arlington and Columbus Ave. in
Boston. Open weekdays, 9:00 AM-
6:00 PM, weekends 10:00 AM-
8:00 PM. Film showings on the hour.
Call 338-1976 for information.

Come take a study break. And
learn a little history.
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C. B. on The little man seemed in a hurry,
the Move almost frenzied as he stuck the nozzle

in the truck's thirsty, eagerly-awaiting
(conti nued) hole. The wind picked at his clothes

like the little fish plucking at a piece
of bread - in his desperate speed his
bony air-dance made him look like some-
thing else I had seen in the beating

F~__.--do ~~ desert sand, an apparition of spiny weeds
o in a timeless convulsion. For a brief

moment, I had a glimpse of all that had
I/ ever been and all that shall ever be -

how many thousands of years had there
(f.,/ been a spindly incarnation of this one

withered old thing, jerking to the sun
in some ecstasy too deep in our collec-
tive unconscious to comprehend?

I got out of the truck. Out eyes met

i'ati for

USED RlUECOitDS

(Premiml on Used JA/Z)
al

DEJA VU -
USED RECORDS

BOUGHT * SOLD * TRADED

1105 Mass Ave
Harvard Square Cambridge

10-7 pm Daily 661-7869

- communication more stark than I had
ever felt, an immense flow of energy
ran from my mind into his . He screamed
and fled into the desert from which he
had come so many countless eons ago,
emptying his pockets as he ran. I did
not bother to follow.

The sun was going down, and I still
had a long haul before I reached Fresnoe.
I removed the nozzle from the gas tank,
took a quick drink, and picked up the
objects the old man had dumped from his
pockets -a legacy, I thought, of this
momentary communion with the cosmos.
I didn't leave any cash - cash is not
cosmic. I took a large bite out of the
steering wheel and pulled back onto the
highway.

SUMMER ROUND TRIP
NEW YORK TO LONDON
$ 265
MUST RESERVE 65
DAYS IN ADVANCE
CALL TOLL FREE
9 TO 9
(800) 847-7196
NOVA CHARTER CORP
ITHACA, NEW YORK

HONG KONG
RESTAURANT

(Next to Baskin-Robbins)

HAPPY HOURS 3 p.m. to 7 p.m., DAILY

COLLEGE ID-NIGHT, 7-11 p.m., Tues., Thurs., & Sun.
80 cents for ALL stocked brands of IMPORTED BEERS.

$1 for the POL YNESIA N SPECIA LS *
*POL YNESIA N SPECIALS

(Pina Colada, Mai Tai,-Hawaiian Sunrise & Fog Cutter)

Daily hours: 11 :30 a.m. to 2 a.m.
Friday & Saturday till 2:30
Luncheon Specials: 11 :30a.m. to 3 p.m.
(Monday through Saturday)

864-5263
864-5311

1236 Mass Av/e;
Harvard Square

Cam bridge
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Pick a radial or i
You ca buy i

to 50% off with M

WORLD T
We are the Facto
Michelin dbsi~ir
tributors of SEM
LOP, PIRELLI-
MAJOR BRAND&

New and used tire
Truck tire--lad
Balancing--OPEN
SIX DYS A WEE

85 Commercial a
Cambridge, Mass
547-6847 547-C
5474848 547-C

BOSTON- FLC
Private customiZ
or coach with lou
and stereo. Weel
Roundtrips $76. 1
Mall 266-6250. 5
(Track m)i-Miam

UPS TA

Game Room-
Good Food

Luncheons-,
Daily Sp

Thur. -Fri. -,
Disco Dancing

DOWNSX

Fri. & Sat.

THLND*R

[[[:[ [[ - [[1 [! 

HE TW M5j\F TO AKE A MPL
Or M URfNF_, rHFEN ARRANGD
FOR ME AND ARRY -r06FE T14FtOC



MICHELIN TIRE
Pick a radial or any tire:

You can buy it at prices up
to 50% off with MIT ID at:

WORLD TIRE CO.
We are the Factory Direct
Michelin disfrfIibcio AN0-dis-
tributors of SEMPERET, DUN-
LOP, PIRELLI- - and ALL
MAJOR BRANDS.

New and used tires--Camper and
Truck tires--Radial repairs--
Balancing--OPEN ALL DAY--
SIX DAYS A WEEK.

85 Commercial avenue
Cambridge, Mass. 02142
547-6847 547-0800
547-4848 547-0803

BOSTON-F-LORIDA $38
Private customized 36 ft. mot-
or coach with lounge, restroom
and stereo, Weekly departures/
Roundtrips $76. Grand Central
Mall 266-6250. 552 Mass. Ave.
(Track Hl-Miami Vacations.

-E-
- WkWA U w e

UPSTAIRS

Game Room--Pool Table
Good Food & Drinks

Luncheons-- Sandwiches
Daily Specials

Thur. -Fri. -Sat. -Nights
Disco Dancing 'till 2 A. M.

DOWNSTAIRS
LOUNGE

Fri. & Sat. Nights
Live Entertainment:

THUNDERBUCK

AUTO-TORIUM
Behind the CentralSquae PQst Office
410-432 Green.St., Cartbridge
Open Mon.-Fri., 8 a.mn 6 p.nm.

Tel. 661-1866
(Al Pos iuOee aflb and Lbor)

Compare Our Prices
With l4ational
Muffler Chains
V.W. Sedn Mu a ..................... 49.95
V.W. Squrebadck MuIm ...... ..... 64.95

American Car
Mufflers
4 Cylrnd .......................... . 495

Cyinder ........................................ 95
Cynder .................... ...................95

American Car Single
Exhaust Systems
4 *d t .......................................74.

Clindr ........................................ 96
4 Cnd Wllrh Resaat ........ 104.95
* Cyl r Wm Celnd ........... 11.S

.Cyndw .................................... :1249
Orl ndwe h WI ont m ........... 54.0s

American Car Dual
Exhaust Systems

Cylindw ........ 224.95
Cylner W l ont..........27.95

American Trucks
½-1 Ton Complete
Exhaust Systems

Cyderu Dodpg A100 .................. 64.95
6 Clinder Foid ono............... 95

CyPnder Chvy .........................
8 Cylider .............................. 0.95
* C_ D~,M ..... 1t9.95* Cyindr odsFoed4hevy .. 11.95

Foreign Car
Complete Exhaust
Systems

1umsSo10 T SWa Cl eMa ll............. 
FIW,124 8e O dU , t .. 96.........
Op ................................................ 79.95

............................................... 7
C,100 ..... ...................... 09.
Aad& r ,o1001.ak ........... S 5
bS_3rs gv 9s@~~~~~~~~~....... ........... 
b, .0r ..................... 114.95
Vlv0o 1ri14'141,ls........ 124

_.T ..........................I ..... . .... . .............. .
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